
The Basics
Dicey Quest is a cooperative storytelling game following a simple cycle: 

1. As the adult, you’re the Dicey Master (DM). You’ll describe the 
current scenario — often based on past choices and actions.

2. Players describe their characters’ actions. As the DM, you’ll describe 
Friend and Villain actions.

3. You describe the results of these attempts — often asking players to 
roll a die for an Action Check to see if they’re successful. 

4. Repeat and build the story together.

Each game begins with characters setting off on a Quest. Along the 
way, they’ll explore Locations, solve Problems, and encounter Friends 
& Villains. Characters will use 3 action types to solve problems:  
Smarts (), Strength (), & Spells ().

As the DM, you’ll share the card art, read the flavor text, and help build 
a shared story with the players.

Rules

Create a Character
To get playing right away, first time players are encouraged to use a 
starter character card (Grom, Nyla, or Ood). After that first game, 
players should create their own with a character sheet.

1. Use a Character Sheet to name characters. 
The name can be anything except the player’s actual name. Are they 
human, orc, elf, something else? What do they look like? How do they 
move? Have the players draw their character if there’s time.

2. Distribute Roll Bonus and Check Numbers.
Level I characters are fresh to questing. Level I characters  
have 13 points to distribute between their Check Numbers. For exam-
ple: 4  , 4  , 5  . Players then add 1 point to a Bonus Roll number. 
(For example, Gerky chooses: +1). Level I characters can carry and 
use only one tool at a time. After completing one quest at level I, a 
character advances to Level II.

Level II characters add 2 more points to their Check Numbers.  
For example, if Gerky adds 1 point each to smarts and spells, she’ll now 
have: 5  , 4  , 6  . Players then add 2 points to their characters’ 
Bonus Roll numbers (for example: +1, +1). Level II characters can 
carry two tools — but still only use one at a time. After completing two 
quests at Level II, characters advance to Level III.

Level III characters add 3 more points to their Check Numbers. For 
example, if Gerky adds 1 point to strength and 2 points to spells, she’ll 
now have: 5  , 5  , 8  . Players then add 3 points to their charac-
ters’ Bonus Roll numbers (for example: +1, +2). Gerky is now a 
powerful wizard-type! Level III characters can carry three tools — but 
still only use one at a time.  After completing three quests at Level III, 
characters gain a special marker prize (Coral Crown? Your call).

3. Buy something from Aleister’s Shop.  
Players start with 3 Gold Pieces (GP) to buy a tool or spell. Write down 
the tool or spell with the associated action’s Roll Bonus. Card levels 
(upper-right, text side), and items from the shop should align with the 
character’s level or below. 



8 Cards in a Quest
Dicey Quest cards may be used in any combination to create a wide 
variety of stories. You’ll need 8 cards for a Quest + a shop card nearby:
 1 Quest

 1 Friend (≤ character level)

 2 Locations

 2 Problems 

 2 Villains (≤ character level)

These cards will serve as a rough outline for the story you’ll tell 
together. Stories begin with presenting the Quest. Ask if the characters 
want to buy anything at the Shop. As they set out, a Friend might join 
them. As the adventurers travel through different Locations, they’ll 
encounter Problems and Villains along the way. In the end, they might 
have a setback or face a boss. And, despite all odds, they prevail!

Action Checks
If a character tries to open an unlocked door, you can assume they’re 
successful. If a character is trying to pick or break down a locked door 
— roll for an Action Check. Whenever there’s any doubt of an action’s 
success, roll the die!

To make an Action Check, roll the die for a number and add the related  
Roll Bonus (i.e. if it were smarts-related, +1). If the sum meets or 
beats the Check Number aligned with the action, the Action Check 
is a success! The higher the Check 
Number, the more difficult the 
Action Check. 

For Characters, Friends & Villains, 
think of the Check Number as 
defense. One successful Action 
Check roll overcomes a Problem 
or defeats a Villain. A successful 
Action Check against Friends or 
Characters has consequences (you’ll 
make up) — but doesn’t end them.

The Roll Bonus, Action type, and Check Number always align.  
For example, a Smarts Action Check might have a Smarts Roll Bonus  
(i.e. +2)  added to the die roll.

Problem and Location cards offer ideas for Action Checks. For  
example: 5  Climb wall. When faced with a problem, characters 
should be encouraged to think of their own solutions too.

If a player’s Action Check fails, you’ll likely need to mitigate with 
something positive. Instead of saying, “your trap doesn’t work, it’s Yeti’s 
turn,” say, “the trap doesn’t catch, BUT it does injure and slow the Yeti.”

Action Types
Smarts 
Characters should be able to talk or think their way out of any situa-
tion. Smarts actions generally involve non-violent solutions. 

Some Smarts Action Checks include:  
Know, Hide, Sneak, Steal, Scare, Trap, Charm, Persuade, Trick, 
Trade, Investigate, Ambush, Pick locks, Disguise...

Strength 
A character doesn’t feel like using their words? They can use their 
muscles to solve problems! 

Some Strength Action Checks include:  
Run, Lift, Block, Disarm, Fight, Break, Throw, Push, Block, Climb, 
Swim, Squeeze, Disarm, Hold, Flip, Break, Jump, Carry…

Spells 
Spells are powerful and unpredictable. To see if a spell is successful, we 
roll an Action Check. Many spells have an additional effect — open to 
the DM’s interpretation. 

All characters have the spell, Spark (+0), which is basically a shock of 
static electricity. Stronger spell scrolls can be found or bought.

Some spells bought or found include: Fireball, Sleep Dust, Lighting 
Bolt, Eagle Wings, Disguise, and Tsunami.



Card Types
Reference
Quick reminder of how Action Checks and Roll 
Bonuses work. This card also helps block other cards 
in your hand.

Aleister’s Shop
Characters can buy items here between quests. You’re 
not limited to what’s on this list, but the shop is only 
open between quests.

Quest
Each session follows a Quest. Read the Flavor Text (in 
italics) and share the art. When you’re done, lay the 
card down to visually track the story.

Friend
You control the Friend characters. They help keep the 
game on track. 

Location
Connect the flavor text of where the characters travel 
to the larger story. Pepper in more features as you see 
fit. Prompt for sights, sounds, and smells.

Problem
Read the flavor text and describe the scene. These 
cards have Action Check ideas. Read a couple if you’d 
like but don’t limit characters to the text.

Villain
You’ll control these cards. Villains have their own 
motivations and weaknesses. You can read this text 
or let the characters figure it out. A villain’s goal is 
usually to scare away or steal something. 

Villains!
When a character meets a Villain, they’ve got a problem that bites 
back! Each side takes turns making Action Checks against the other. 
Characters describe the actions they want to attempt and you’ll decide 
if it’s a Smarts, Strength, or Spell action. 

Let’s say a Rock Giant surprises a group by throwing a boulder at a 
character. You control the Giant and roll the die for an Action Check. 
You roll a 5. Add the Rock Giant’s Roll bonus (+1) and the total is 6. 
The character’s Check Number (defense) for Strength is 6  . The Rock 
Giant’s Action Check is a success. When a character loses an Action 
Check rolled against them, describe a negative result. Maybe the 
boulder landing on their foot disables them from running for a bit.

When a character rolls a successful Action Check against a Villain, 
they win the encounter and the villain runs away, dies, becomes a 
friend, or whatever makes sense based on the action attempted.

Actions on a Turn
Here are some loose ideas for what a character might do:
 Move ~10 steps

 Search area for secrets & clues

 Rest & Heal (if safe)

 Make an Action Check

Heart Points
Older players may appreciate extending battles with HP (Heart 
Points). These hearts represent the number of times Characters will 
need to succeed with Action Checks against Villains to win. In this 
variation, Characters also start with 2–3 HP. Figure out consequences 
for Characters losing all their HP. Introduce healing potions!

Prompts + Gameplay Tips 
Look for Prompts like, [what sound?] or [why?] to draw players into the 
storytelling. Improvise liberally and get enthusiastic! The more you tell 
the story together, the better it will be. The rules are loose by design. If 
you’re playing with young players, ignore all these rules and just focus 
on the storytelling. When in doubt, fall back on “yes! and...”



First Quest Start: 
The Little Lost Owlbear 
Use these 8 cards to tell your first story: 
 The Little Lost Owlbear (Quest)
 Waterdrip Caves (Location)
 Injured Travelers (Problem) 
 Deep Dark Forest (Location)

 Breexis, the Scout (Friend)
 Mosquito Swarm (Villain)
 Owlbear (Villain)
 Ugg, the Dragon Rider (Villain) 

Consider this a rough outline to riff off of. Use as much or little as 
you’d like. Text in Italics is meant to be read aloud. 
Late one stormy night, you’re eating a bowl of [what food?] at the Old Goat 
Inn. In between cracks of lightning, you hear the sound of crying outside. 

If the character(s) look, they’ll find a baby owlbear sniffling.

The Little Lost Owlbear says, ““I was playing in the woods with my gem 
spoon and someone on a big dragon swooped down, grabbed me, and dumped 
me here! And stole my gem spoon! ” The owlbear looks at you with big sad 
eyes and says, “Please help me find it and get back to my mom!?”

Assuming the characters want to help, you’ve got a quest! As the story 
develops, share the card artwork with players.

As you’re talking to the little owlbear you hear a loud crash. A window 
breaks as two men are thrown through it onto the wet grass outside. By the 
bar you see a very tall orc laughing. “I don’t think they’ll try pickpocketing 
the next lady trying to buy a pie,” she laughs.

Breexis notices you looking, walks over, and introduces herself. She offers you 
a slice of pie if you can beat her at paper rock scissors [or other game]. After 
you’ve played a few rounds, she gives you some pie and asks about your little 
owlbear friend. “You guys are fun,” she says. “Do you like adventuring?!”

As the DM, you’ll be playing Breexis. Join their quest and head outside. 

As you all step outside, the rain has stopped. The clouds have parted to 

reveal a full moon which lights up the forest around you. Breexis breathes in 
the night air and at that moment, you all hear the sound of huge leathery 
wings! Ugg, the Dragon Rider, lands with a thud in front of your group. “You 
know, I like the spoon, but I think I’d  like a new pet too! I think an owlbear 
would be a great addition to our group. I’ll raise you up to be as ferocious as 
my dragon, Igor, here!” Igor, the dragon, gives a sad, bored look.

The characters have no extra weapons or tools. But Ugg, the Dragon 
Rider, is wearing a Rainbow Helmet (+2 Check #  ) and Iron Shield 
(+2 Check #). This means there’s almost no way characters can win 
against her. If they somehow do, she still escapes with the baby owlbear. 
This helps set the tone that not every roll will be a success. 

Ugg flies away on her dragon with the baby owl bear away to a distant land. 
“I bet I know exactly where they’re headed... the old Waterdrip Caves!” says 
Breexis. “I heard Ugg was hiding out there with a bunch of stolen treasure 
like that gem spoon and captive ‘friends’ like that dragon. If we hurry we can 
probably get there by tomorrow night! Although it is already late...”

At this point, Breexis might ask the character(s) if they’d rather rest or 
start on their quest: find the gem spoon AND rescue the baby owlbear.

Whenever they decide to leave, they’ll have to pass through the Deep 
Dark Forest where they’ll likely encounter a Mosquito Swarm. These 
mosquitoes could be a simple battle. Or maybe there’s some way you 
capture and use them as weapons? Breexis gets bit by an especially big 
mosquito and flies into a rage. “I hate mosquitoes!” she screams. 

If the group helps the Injured Travelers, Consider some way for 
the Travelers to circle back and help in the final scene. When you 
encounter (Mama) Owlbear maybe you’ll start out in battle and have to 
explain to her that you’re trying to save her cub.

When you finally track Ugg down in the Waterdrip Caves, your team 
should have plenty of help to defeat her. You’ll save the baby owlbear, 
free her dragon, and get that gem spoon back. You’re heroes! Too bad 
that helmet and shield got smashed in the battle.

Recap the story by laying the cards and celebrating the characters’ 
success. Take a moment to hint at future quests... What was that sound 
just now? Did something huge just crash into the mountain?
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